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Following a flight Friday over La Salle County silica mining operations, Waltham resident Rick Coleman, 
president of Conserve Our Rural Ecosystem, and FrackTracker Great Lakes Program Coordinator Ted Auch, 
of Cleveland, Ohio discuss the environmental implications of the quarries they flew over. Auch said he has 
never before seen a county with such a high concentration of large mining facilities.


In an effort to promote public awareness of the encroachment of mining operations on La 
Salle County's residential areas, two national conservation organizations — LightHawk 
Flying Conservation and FracTracker Alliance — partnered with the local 
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environmental group, Conserve Our Rural Ecosystem, for flights over sand operations 
Friday morning.

Volunteer pilots from Morris and Moline flew several flights out of the Illinois 
Valley Regional Airport in Peru over quarries in Wedron, Utica, Ottawa and La 
Salle on Friday.

After his turn in one of the planes, Utica resident and CORE member Joe 
Harmon said, "I have lived here all my life and I was amazed at the numbers of 
mines in our area and how big they were from and aerial view. It was a real eye-
opener."

Based in Telluride, Colo., LightHawk is a charitable organization that arranges 
volunteer flights to educate, inform and gather information on environmental 
issues in order to accelerate conservation and influence regional decisions.

FracTracker Alliance, with headquarters in Camp Hill, Pa., provides research, 
maps and other information on the risks of oil and gas development "to protect 
the planet and support the renewable energy transformation."

Accompanying local media members and others on Friday's flights was 
FrackTracker Great Lakes Program Coordinator Ted Auch, of Cleveland.

Auch explained the organization's mission is to mobilize volunteer pilots, 
photographers, environmental experts and storytellers to make images, collect 
data, inform the public and share their experiences.

The group's website explained its flight campaigns foster "dialog and build 
consensus, promote informed decision-making, and increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of our conservation partners' work."

"For us, photos become data," said Auch, after his initial flight over some of the 
Illinois Valley. "I haven't seen a county with such a high concentration of such 
large mining facilities. We use photos and documentation to study the industry's 
effect on agriculture, the landscape and the environment."

Auch, who made a personal ground tour of local silica mines in August, said his 
research for FracTracker focuses on food production, energy and water as it 
relates to hydraulic fracturing and effect on the energy supply chain to oil and 
gas production.

CORE President Rick Coleman, of Waltham, who also experienced a flight 
Friday, said he welcomed and thanked FracTracker and LightHawk pilots.

"The largest supplies of silica sand in Illinois are located between Utica and 
Ottawa, some of it under the richest, most productive farm land in the world," 
said Coleman. "CORE hopes this flyover will provide our community's residents 
with real images of what lies behind the grassy berms that surround silica sand 
mines obscuring the deep sand pits that remain forever once the land is mined 
out.

"Let us all remain vigilant about protecting and preserving the natural resources 
that make the Illinois Valley a unique and special place to call home."



